FALL EDITION

BRED TO BUCK

Friday, December 1, 2017
6:00 p.m. | Red River Livestock | Ardmore, Oklahoma
Welcome to D&H Cattle Bred to Buck Fall Edition Sale,

As the bucking bull industry continues to grow and expand, the number of breeders continues to grow as well, and the females always prove to be the key element in any breeding program. Each fall we have offered an elite set of females right out of the heart of our replacements. The heifers are the mates to one of the most exciting set of yearling bulls we have ever produced. We strive to produce the best and by doing that we have bred to the most elite sires in the business. They are sired by proven producing bulls and the service sires have what it takes to produce the great ones. These females are the future and we are offering you a powerful group.

The bulls we are selling are just as special. Unfortunately, we don’t have time to handle all the yearling bulls early in the year so several get pushed back and we are just now able to focus on these calves. One thing is for sure, there are some very exceptional ones in this offering. Study their pedigrees, watch the videos, and buy with confidence.

We appreciate everyone involved in the success of D&H Cattle today. A special thank you to our crew that makes everything happen each day at the ranch and on the road. We could not do it without you guys, you are definitely the best!

This sale is loaded with quality, whether you are searching for the next great donor female or the next champion. If you have any questions about this offering or our program please don’t hesitate to give us a call.

Thank you,
D&H Cattle
Sale Day Phones ...

  H D Page  580.221.4373
  Dillon Page  580.220.5769
  Johna Page-Bland  580.504.4723
  Jirl Buck  580.795.4865
  Red River Livestock Auction  580.226.6933

Sale Staff ...

  Auctioneer, Steve Bonham  405.823.2972
  Craig Talkington  785.623.1789
  Ryan Denton  918.629.3004
  DVAuction Bidder Approval  402.316.5460

Sale Location ...

  Sale is located at Red River Livestock, Overbrook, Oklahoma. Take Exit 24 off of I-35.

Hotel Accomodation ...

  LaQuinta Inn & Suites, Ardmore, OK  580.220.2990
  Holiday Inn, Ardmore, OK  580.226.3333
  Spring Hill Suites by Marriott, Ardmore, OK  580.226.7100

Terms of Sale ...

  All buyers must register prior to bidding. Each buyer will be issued a buyer’s number.
  Supplement sheets with updated DNA results and breeding information will be available sale day.
  All announcements sale day override catalog information.
  Current breeding information will be available sale day. D&H Cattle Company does not guarantee
  the service sires on bred females (accidents do happen).
  Health certificates will be available for cattle traveling out of state.
  All cattle are to be paid for prior to loading.
  D&H Cattle Company reserves the right to 200 units of semen on all bulls selling.
  D&H will pay the collection fees.
  Cattle selling by guest consignors are not guaranteed by D&H Cattle.
  D&H Cattle Company is not responsible for accidents.

Watch & Bid Live ...

  Watch and Bid live at www.DVAuction.com
1. **58X SWEETPRO’S LONG JOHN**
   - **009 SHOWTIME (WOLFDANCER X SA 977 (BODACIOUS)**
   - **PAGE 510/4 (MUDSLINGER X 10-103)**
   - **36 BACKLASH (BROKE BACK V X 36-109)**
   - **918 APRIL (COPPERHEAD X 418)**

   - Estimated Calving April 1, 2018
   - Exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky and 521C Royal Reel
   - Long John was a World Champion and had all the bucking characteristics we strive to produce.
   - Her dam is also the dam of 33U Wavy Gravy which was a special one we lost as a three year old.

2. **009 SHOWTIME (WOLFDANCER X SA 977 (BODACIOUS)**
   - **58X SWEETPRO’S LONG JOHN**
   - **PAGE 024X**
   - **13-335 (618 WESTERN WISHES X 13-160 (ROUGHWATER)**

   - Estimated Calving April 22, 2018
   - Exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky and 521C Royal Reel
   - Here is a maternal sister to Udder Lover and Udder brother. Sired by PBR World Champion Long John and out of Shepherd Hills Tested’s dam.
   - Her dam is also sired by Showtime which just doubles your chances of producing a super star.

3. **10-5 CROSSWIRED (CROSSFIRE HURRICANE X 10-120)**
   - **X6 WIRED WISHES**
   - **36 BACKLASH (BROKE BACK V X 36-109)**
   - **PAGE 700T**

   - Estimated calving March 23, 2018
   - Exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky and 521C Royal Reel
   - The Sweet Pro’s Long John daughters are in very short supply and they are valuable property.
   - Her dam is sired by Mr. Consistency 36 Backlash out of a top A6 cow.
- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Powerful genetics here! Sired by Bruiser and out of a maternal sister to Crosswired. Incredible cow families!!

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- 44W Stone Sober is one of the most exciting bulls in the PBR and his sons are following right in his footsteps. These daughters are just as special.
- Her dam is a maternal sister to Shepherd Hills Tested and sired by Hustler.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Here is a maternal sister to 81B Olaf and sired by the great Showtime.
- She combines two of the all time great sires Showtime and Houdini.
7  PAGE 61D

**Y16 BRUTUS**
77 HUSTLER (PLAYBOY SKOAL X SA 977)
PAGE 255-152 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 755-113 (A6)
009 SHOWTIME (WOLF DANCER X AR 009(BODACIOUS)
PAGE 061X
654 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 10-101)

- Estimated Calving April 1, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Showtime offspring have been extremely dominant in the arena because of how they get off the ground, their kick, and the power they have. These daughters will carry these traits and it’s not easily found.
- Her grandam is sired by Mudslinger which was also one of a kind. Mudslinger did it all: drop, kick, intensity, and a huge heart. The Mudslinger daughters have proven they are one of our key ingredients to producing the great ones.

8  PAGE 12/D

**Y16 BRUTUS**
77 HUSTLER (PLAYBOY SKOAL X SA 977)
PAGE 255-152 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 755-113 (A6)
009 SHOWTIME (WOLF DANCER X AR 009(BODACIOUS)
PAGE 061X
654 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 10-101)

- Estimated Calving April 1, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Brutus has quickly proven himself a great sire.
- Maternal sib to 33W Western Show.

9  PAGE 19/D

**Y16 BRUTUS**
77 HUSTLER (PLAYBOY SKOAL X SA 977)
PAGE 255-152 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 755-113 (A6)
009 SHOWTIME (WOLF DANCER X AR 009(BODACIOUS)
PAGE 061X
654 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 10-101)

- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Here’s another great opportunity at a Brutus daughter.
- Stray Kitty was a top notch bucking bull and turned into an elite sire. His sons are following in his footsteps. Top those Stray Kitty genetics over the Great 255-152 and you’ve got some of the highest money earners stacked up in her pedigree.
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by NFR & PBR Short Round bull Brutus.
- Her dam is a full sib to a couple of outstanding bulls, Showing Out & Artic Monkey who have been proving themselves on the road for us.

- Estimated calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- This young female is packed full of proven winning genetics. She's sired by NFR & PBR Short Round bull Brutus.
- Her dam is a full sib to Classic Champion and PBR Short Round bull Crosswired!

- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- This Brutus daughter is out of the Maternal grandam to American Heritage Champion 05C Lolly Pop!
- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by Y16 Brutus. The Brutus offspring are quickly becoming some of the most sought after bloodlines in the industry!
- She’s out of a great Bells Blue daughter who just keeps stepping up with great calves for us.

- Estimated Calving April 1, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 561C Hocus Pocus, 4C Audacious, 49C- Stone Breaker, and 05C Lolly Pop
- Sired by Y16 Brutus. The Brutus offspring are quickly becoming some of the most sought after bloodlines in the industry!
- Her dam is a full sib to Crosswired, Classic Champion and PBR Short Round bull.

- Estimated Calving April 1, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by Brutus, a top Classic & Futurity money earner. His offspring are proving to be at the top of the futurity game now. These genetics are not easy to come by.
- Her dam is out of a great Smooth Move daughter.
**16  PAGE 84/D**

02.16.16  //  ABBI Reg. #10199379

77 HUSTLER (PLAYBOY SKOAL X SA 977)

PAGE 255-152 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 755-113 (A6)

Y16 BRUTUS

PAGE 984W

491 JACOB'S PET (HOT SHOT X 53 BLACK COW)

PAGE 593 (WESTERN WISHES X 25-111 (BROKE BACK V)

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 561C Hocus Pocus, 4C Audacious, 4Cc- Stone Breaker and 05C Lolly Pop.
- Sired by Y16 Brutus, PBR Short Round Bull and NFR qualifier!
- Maternal sib to top 10 AHF finisher 584c Misfire.

**17  PAGE D94**

03.03.16  //  ABBI Reg. #10199670

53 SUREFIRE

PAGE 201-170 (COPPER TOP X 1-110)

94 NIXON

MARVIN NIXON BREEDING

PAGE 984W

PAGE 593 (WESTERN WISHES X 25-111 (BROKE BACK V)

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 561C Hocus Pocus, 4C Audacious, 4Cc- Stone Breaker and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by Super Star sire, Surefire out of the Dam to Berger’s PBR Bull Set ‘Em Up Joe AKA Crazy Mother Trucker.
- Surefire’s offspring as as impressive as the come, from the breeding side to the bucking side. They are hands down the most impressive in the group!

**18  PAGE 49/D**

01.31.16  //  ABBI Reg. #10199581

009 SHOWTIME (WOLFDANCER X SA 977 (BODACIOUS)

PAGE 05-106 (WESTERN WISHES X 205-226 (OSCAR'S VELVET)

08 MARGY TIME

PAGE T49

920 BODING (BROKE BACK V X 200-151 (OSCAR'S VELVET)

PAGE 47-107 (COPPERHEAD)

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Marga Time is passing on his ability to get off the ground and kick the lights out.
- Her dam is a full sister to the immortal Crazy Train and she is a proven producer of buckers.
- It’s hard to find a more proven pedigree than this one!
- Estimated calving April 1, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- These Margy Time daughters will prove to be good property. The way the Margy Time sons are bucking, there is no doubt these daughters will produce the great ones.
- Her dam is loaded with proven talent as well.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by Margy Time which has a pedigree loaded with proven producers.
- Her dam, A68, is sired by Best Shot which was one of the most consistent sires of buckers we have ever bred to.
- Her dam, 25-111, is one of the greatest females we ever owned.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Margy Time was bred to be good and he surpassed all our expectations.
- He was a many time champion NFR Bull and PBR Short round bull. His time in the arena is not where he is the biggest standout, he’s siring the up and coming superstars!
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- This outstanding Margy Time daughter takes it to another level when you talk about pedigree.
- Her dam is not only a full sister to Bruiser’s dam, she too is a proven producing female.
- Power packed pedigree!!!
- Selling open.
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- What an exciting pedigree!
- Sired by M argy Time!
- Her dam is sired by Stone Sober. Study deep in these pedigrees that’s where you will find the good stuff. She’s got it all.
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Fortunately, we bred to High Tensile as a yearling so we figured out early he was a producer.
- Her dam is also sired by High Tensile out of a maternal sister to PBR BBO Y Sweet Pro’s Long John.

- Estimated calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- High Tensile was no accident! He is sired by Best Shot out of 201-170.
- Her dam is a maternal sister to 177Y Earl Sports.

- Estimated calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- High Tensile has sired several of our top futurity bulls the past few years and we have full confidence his daughters are going to be great producers.
- Her dam, 419/B is rich in proven genetics including Smooth Move, U28, and Copperhead.
- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by High Tensile out of a line bred Crosswired dam that's backed by 25-111.

- Estimated Calving May 2, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- This High Tensile daughter is out of a Smooth Move out of a proven producing dam. XS 324 produced Lil Shyster and The Juice.

- Estimated Calving May 13, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Here is a line bred High Tensile daughter. Her pedigree goes deep in proven genetics.
- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.
- She has Best Shot lined up in her pedigree which means consistency. Plus, you add Crazy Train and his powerful genetics and you’re going to have a producer.

- Estimated Calving May 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.
- We have seen how great these High Tensile daughters produce and this one has a double shot.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.
- Each year we have bred more and more to 133X for a reason. His bulls are bucking and his daughters are producers. We can’t keep them all.
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed by 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- High Tensile proved himself at an early age and her grandsire, Hardcore, did the same. Both bulls have produced several great bulls and females.

- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed by 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- This female has a different twist on the bottom side of her pedigree. She has a double dose of Showtime and we all know what power he brings.

- Estimated Calving April 22, 2018
- Pasture exposed by 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by High Tensile out of a maternal sister to AHF Champion Hard Twisted.
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- High Tensile over a Red Hot daughter means she is jam packed with proven genetics. Take notice of the all time great sires in this pedigree; Best Shot, Crossfire, Playboy, and Oscars Velvet.

---

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- This 133X daughter is out of a daughter of PBR Short Round Bull Funky Town.
- Her grandam is sired by former super star Hot Stuff.

---

- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- This female’s pedigree is full of proven genetics and backed by 510/4 the dam of Long John.
- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 561C Hocus Pocus, 4C Audacious, 49C- Stone Breaker, and 05C Lolly Pop.
- These 133X daughters will be golden, they are bred right and they will produce.
- Her dam is sired by Train Wreck, which we only have a limited amount of offspring by and out of a full sister to Crosswired.

- Selling Open
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200A, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel
- Here is a special lot! A full sister to former PRCA BBOY and Classic Finals Champion Shepherd Hills Tested. Enough said, own this one!

- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Tested was not only a super star, he has proven he can sire the special ones himself. He is the sire of 20A High Test, 6A Test Fire, 29A Magic Maker, B1 Mind Freak, and several of our leading yearlings and two year olds.
- Her dam, 16-132, is also a proven producing female, she is the dam of Lil Slinger, Hustlin, Budakon, and 16C Strange Cargo.
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- These Tested daughters are special and they will produce. This female's pedigree is loaded with proven genetics.

---

- Estimated Calving May 13, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- The Shepherd Hills Tested bulls are buckers. Her dam has a unique pedigree. She is sired by Crazy Train and out of a maternal sister to Crazy Train. She is lined up for greatness!

---

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 561C Hocus Pocus, 4C Audacious, 49C Stone Breaker, and 05C Lolly Pop.
- It's shocking that we are selling any of these Buck Autism daughters, as we only have a limited amount of them and the bull mates are outstanding.
- Her dam is a Tested daughter that is backed by our most elite genetics.
Buck Autism was a rising super star at his untimely death. He was a many time Champion and was favored to be a Classic Finals Champion as a four year old. He has passed on those same skills to his offspring and we expect great things from them as well. He is the sire of Lollypop which has won over $200,000 as a two-year-old.

Her dam is a Surefire daughter out of a proven producing Western Wishes daughter.

Show Kitty proved he could win at every level.

Her dam is sired by Midnight Mood which is a proven sire of great bulls out of a full sister to Crosswired.

Show Kitty has been to the PBR Finals and has been marked 46 multiple times. He’s a Showtime son and he is an outstanding sire as well. Her dam also has a power packed pedigree.

- Estimated calving May 2, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.

- Estimated calving February 20, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.
- 231Z Show Kitty proved he could win at every level.
- Her dam is sired by Midnight Mood which is a proven sire of great bulls out of a full sister to Crosswired.

- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.
- Show Kitty has been to the PBR Finals and has been marked 46 multiple times. He’s a Showtime son and he is an outstanding sire as well.
- Her dam also has a power packed pedigree.
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.
- This Show Kitty daughter has an added shot of greatness on the bottom side of her pedigree.

Her dam is a maternal sister to Long John and sired by Hustler. We are selling the good ones!!

---

- Estimated Calving April 1, 2018.
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.
- Show Kitty combines two great PBR Short Round bulls and elite sires, Showtime and Stray Kitty.
- Her dam is a maternal sister to 24S Best Ever and sired by Hustler.

---

- Estimated Calving April 22, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.
- This Show Kitty female’s dam is sired by a full brother to Showtime and out of a Showtime dam. This one is lined up tight, so she should produce a great one.
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by former NFR bull and PBR Finals bull, Monty the Bull. Her dam is a Surefire daughter out of a Showtime female.
- There are plenty of great females in this pedigree!

- Estimated calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Surefire was a proven PBR Short Round Bull and is now producing great bulls like Lifting Lives and Rocco.
- Her dam is a Stray Kitty daughter going back to the dam of Western Wishes.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Surefire was no accident, he is sired by Backlash out of the great 201-170, which also produced Fire Show and High Tensile.
- Her dam is a full sister to Classic Finals Champion Crosswired.
- Estimated Calving May 13, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- We know these Surefire daughters are producers. They are some of our top producers but we just can’t keep them all.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Here is a linebred Surefire daughter. By lining up Surefire you line up 201-170, which is an awesome producing female.
- The great cows make the buckers and this one is lined up!

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Surefire is an extremely consistent sire of buckers. His sons have won at every level of competition and his daughters are proving they have the same ability.
- Her dam is sired by NFR bull C66 Black Attack out of a Stray Kitty daughter.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Her dam is sired by NFR bull C66 Black Attack out of a Stray Kitty daughter.
53 SUREFIRE
PAGE 201-170 (COPPER TOP X 1-110)

36 BACKLASH (BROKE BACK V X 36-109)

PAGE 80/ B

33W Western Show (Smooth Move x 727T (Backlash)

PAGE 1180 (77 HUSTLER X 819U (SMOOTH MOVE X 942-176)

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, 521C Royal Reel.
- It’s hard to let these Surefire females go because they are producing so well.
- Her dam by Western Show is a Hustler out of a Smooth Move. It’s all here!

56Z LIFTING LIVES
PAGE 072X (66T HUSTLIN X 643(BEST SHOT)

33W WESTERN SHOW (SMOOTH MOVE X 727T (BACKLASH X 231-128)

PAGE 11/ B

PAGE Y11 (STRAY KITTY X PAGE 255-152 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER)

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Surefire is sired by Backlash which was our top producing sire at one time. Now Surefire has taken it to the next level.
- Her dam by Train Wreck is out of a Stray Kitty daughter going back to the dam of Western Wishes.

53 SUREFIRE (BACKLASH X 201-170 (COPPERHEAD)

PAGE 010/D

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- 56Z Lifting Lives still holds the record score at the ABBI Futurity Finals. His sons are some of the very best young bulls we own.
- Her dam’s pedigree is power packed. Sired by Smooth Move son, Western Show, and her dam is a Stray Kitty out of 255-152.
- Estimated calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Lifting Lives has been a featured PBR Short Round Bull and is no doubt one of our hottest sires.
- Her dam is by Midnight Mood which also sired Smooth Over, Smooth Air, and After Midnight.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Check out this pedigree!
- Sired by Lifting Lives and her dam is a Stone Sober daughter going back to the dam of Copperhead Slinger.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by Hardcore, a son of PBR Bucking Bull of the Year Mossy Oak Mudslinger.
- She is a maternal sib to American Heritage Champion Chaturanga!
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- This great young female is overflowing with proven money earning buckers, including Fire Show, Surefire, Crazy Train, and Showtime!
61W Fire Show calves are making a statement and here’s another one worthy of attention. The Fire Show calves are known for getting their front feet off the ground and kicking through it, a trait we believe is passed on through these great females!

Her dam is by the great 009 Showtime who’s list of proven offspring just continues to climb!

Sired by 61W Fire Show, the sire of 33C Slice of Heaven, Fireworks, Budakon & Fire Water just to name a few.

Her dam is sired by Best Shot, long time PBR Short Round bull, and a great producer of champions!
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by manytime champion 6A Test Fire.
- She’s out of a maternal sib to Futurity Champion Crazy Train!

- Estimated calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- 6A Test Fire was a special one and his first calves are impressive.
- Maternal sib to Surefire, who’s sired many champions.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by Show Kitty, a multiple winner at every level. His calves are going to be special.
- Maternal grandsire is Surefire! Surefire was the real deal in competition and won his fair share.
- Estimated Calving April 22, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by 457B Fireworks, a Fire Show son who has won over $86,000 in the two years he has competed. We are very excited about his offspring coming up!
- She is stacked with proven money earning genetics on her dam’s side.

- Selling Open
- This little female is packed full of money earning genetics. Fireworks is a multiple time futurity winner earning over $86,000 for his efforts.
- Her dam is by Surefire, the sire to many Champions, PBR short round bulls and NFR bulls

- Estimated Calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Here is a maternal sib to PBR Bucking Bull of the year and super sire, Mossy Oak Mudslinger.
- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by 127X, a Back Ordered son out of a maternal sib to long time PBR short rounder, Holy Moly.
- This is a maternal sib to PBR short round bull 56z Lifting Lives.

- Estimated Calving May 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by 127X, a Back Ordered son. Her dam is an own daughter of Smooth Move and a maternal sib to Mud Duck and 342-481, the dam to Stir Crazy, Stirred Up and Best Wishes!

- Selling Open
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- The proven money winners stacked up behind this great female are outstanding! Margy Time, former PRCA Bucking Bull of the Year and Reserve Champion PBR Bucking Bull of the Year Shepherd Hills Tested, Futurity Champion Crazy Train, and PBR Bull of the Finals Crossfire Hurricane!
- Estimated calving March 5, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- The Stray Kitty offspring have been some of our top producers.
- Her dam is a maternal sib to Crossfire Hurricane, PBR Finals Short Round bull, PBR Bull of the Finals and one of our very best sires.

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by U28, his offspring like Wired Crazy, Bandy’s Bad Boy & Chaturanga have made his genetics some of the most sought after in the industry.
- She dam is a maternal sib to Super Cow 10-120 and a paternal sib to top producer 009 Showtime!

- Selling Open
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- U28 is backed by the great 255-152 donor and is a proven producer.
- Her dam is out of a maternal sib to Futurity Champion Crazy Train.
85 PAGE 99/D
03.29.16 // ABBI Reg. #10199588

STRAIGHT JACKET (Houdini X Rafter 7R 45)
PAGE U28
PAGE 255-152 (Mossy Oak Mudslinger X 755-113 (A6)
55 CROSSFIRE HURRICANE (Junior X 755-113 (A6)
PAGE W99
PAGE 421-350 (Western Wishes X 21-156

- Selling Open
- Pasture exposed to 44W Stone Sober, 200Z, 89Z Grump, 406 Big Sky, and 521C Royal Reel.
- Sired by U28 which is a proven producer of buckers.
- Maternal sib to PBR bull 01Z Rocco.

86 PAGE 44/D
02.16.16 // ABBI Reg. #10199379

08 MARGY TIME (Showtime X 05-106 (Western Wishes)
12B MARGIN CALL
PAGE Y1 (Crosswired X 255-152 (Mossy Oak Mudslinger)
20T TRAIN WRECK (347 Crazy Train X 25-140 (Mossy Oak Mudslinger)
PAGE 344/A
PAGE 024X (009 Showtime X 13-335 (Western Wishes X 13-160 (Roughwater

- Estimated calving March 23, 2018
- Pasture exposed to 561C Hocus Pocus, 4C Audacious, 49C- Stone Breaker, and 05C Lolly Pop.
- Sired by a great young Margy Time son, 12B Margin Call.
- Her dam is a maternal sib to 37z Udder Lover and 37c Udder Brother.

87 PAGE 14D-
03.17.16 // ABBI Reg. #10192357

55 CROSSFIRE HURRICANE (Junior X 755-113 (A6)
30S MONTY THE BULL
PAGE 223-131 (Western Wishes X 23-168 (Super Dave)
20U SHEPHERD HILLS TESTED (Smooth Move X 502 (Hotel California X K304)
PAGE A80
PAGE 434 (Mossy Oak Mudslinger

- Selling Open
- Sired by a great Crossfire Hurricane son who’s sons and daughters are proving his worth! Her dam is by PRCA & PBR Reserve Bucking Bull of the Year!
88  PAGE 8D-  
03.14.16 // ABBI Reg #10192363

135X BEST WISHES (HOUDINI X DCBC WANDA K23)  
PAGE 342-481/WESTERN WISHES X 942-176 (COPPERHEAD)  

44W STONE SOBER (SmoOth MvOe x T3 (STRAIGHT JACKET X 521-174)  
WIGGINS U52 (CROSSFIRE HURRICANE X 10-12O(SHORTY)  

- Selling Open  
- Sired by Best Wishes, a maternal sib to ABBI Wild Card Champion Stir Crazy.  
- She's out of a stacked up female, PBR Short Round bull Stone Sober over full sib to Classic Champion Crosswired!

89  PAGE 9D-  
03.15.16 // ABBI Reg #10192362

135X BEST WISHES (HOUDINI X DCBC WANDA K23)  
PAGE 342-481/WESTERN WISHES X 942-176 (COPPERHEAD)  

009 SHOWTIME (WOLFDANCER X AR 009(BODACIOUS)  
PAGE 90-161 (BROKE BACK V X 59O-228)  

- Selling Open  
- Sired by 135X Best Wishes, a great Best Shot son.  
- She's out of a money earning stacked female!

90  PAGE 33D-  
05.09.16 // ABBI Reg #10199522

A2 CASH FLOW  
PAGE 255-152 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 755-113 (A6)  

C66 BLACK ATTACK (HAJEK C19 X HAJEK 57A)  
PAGE U51 (347 CRAZY TRAIN X 25-111 (BROKE BACK V)  

- Selling Open  
- Sired by A2 Cash Flow. An own son of the great Smooth Move out of 255-152, who truly needs no introduction! If her bloodlines are there you know you have something great!  
- She's out of a C66 Black Attack daughter and out of a proven Crazy Train daughter out of the dam to Hot Stuff!
Selling 5 units of semen.

Margy Time is sired by Showtime out of one of the most proven dams on our ranch. Margy Time has quickly proven himself as one of the elite sires on the ranch. We are offering a very limited amount of semen out of him. This will be the last public offering. Don’t miss out on this huge opportunity.

58X Sweetpro’s Long John

Selling 1 unit of semen.

K827 WOLFDANCER (BEASTY BOY)
AR 009 (BODACIOUS)
618 WESTERN WISHES (SUPER DAVE X 418)
PAGE 205-226 (OSCAR’S VELVET)

Selling 5 units of semen.

High Tensile is sired by champion bull Best Shot out of the great 201-170. This female has produced money earners, NFR qualifiers, PBR Finals qualifiers and champions! The calves we’ve seen by High Tensile are among the most talented in the business. This will be the last offering of semen on this great sire. This isn’t an opportunity to pass up.

347 Crazy Train

Selling one unit of semen.

K827 WOLFDANCER (BEASTY BOY)
AR 009 (BODACIOUS)
790 MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER (01 X 590-228 (BROKE BACK V)
PAGE 10-103

88 BEST SHOT

Houdini
DCBC WANDA K23
PAGE 201-170
715 COPPER TOP (A6 X 415-199)
PAGE 1-110

Selling one unit of semen.

58X Sweetpro’s Long John

Selling 5 units Selling 1 unit
YEARLING BULLS ...

6A Test Fire, sire of Lot 95 & 96.

08 Margy Time, sire of Lot 99 & 100.

95  PAGE D1  03.16.16  //  #09 Tag  #10199634
   20U SHERPHD HILLS TESTED (SMOOTH MOVE X 502 (HOTEL CALIF X K304)
   6A TEST FIRE
   PAGE 016 (CROSSFIRE HURRICANE X 10-120 (SHORTY)
   790 MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER (01 X 590-228 (BROKE BACK V)
   PAGE 9107W
   PAGE 88 (24 STRETCH X 21-183 (COPPERHEAD)

96  PAGE D11  03.03.16  //  #09 Tag  #10199636
   20U SHERPHD HILLS TESTED (SMOOTH MOVE X 502 (HOTEL CALIF X K304)
   6A TEST FIRE
   PAGE 016 (CROSSFIRE HURRICANE X 10-120 (SHORTY)
   920 BODING (BROKE BACK V X 200-151 (OSCAR’S VELVET)
   PAGE T48
   PAGE 47-107 (COPPERHEAD)

97  PAGE 02D  02.17.16  //  #09 Tag  #10199220
   009 SHOWTIME (WOLFDANCER X SA 977 (BODACIOUS)
   61W FIRE SHOW
   PAGE 201-170 (COPPER TOP X 1-110)
   602 WILD CHILD
   WIGGINS W10

98  PAGE 59D  02.03.16  //  #09 Tag  #10199276
   009 SHOWTIME (WOLFDANCER X SA 977 (BODACIOUS)
   61W FIRE SHOW
   PAGE 201-170 (COPPER TOP X 1-110)
   204B SAVAGE SHAKER
   PAGE 884U (WOLFDANCER X 510/4 (MUDSLINGER)

99  PAGE 010D  03.22.16  //  #09 Tag  #10199226
   009 SHOWTIME (WOLFDANCER X SA 977 (BODACIOUS)
   08 MARGY TIME
   PAGE 05-106 (WESTERN WISHES X 205-226 (OSCAR’S VELVET)
   133X HIGH TENSE (88 BEST SHOT X 201-170 (COPPER TOP)
   PAGE 0157X (667 HUSTLXN X 659 (BEST SHOT X K325)

100 PAGE 35D  04.15.16  //  #09 Tag  #10199244
   009 SHOWTIME (WOLFDANCER X SA 977 (BODACIOUS)
   08 MARGY TIME
   PAGE 05-106 (WESTERN WISHES X 205-226 (OSCAR’S VELVET)
   009 SHOWTIME (WOLFDANCER X AR 009 (BODACIOUS)
   PAGE 035
   PAGE 05-106 (WESTERN WISHES X 205-226 (OSCAR’S VELVET)
28C Newsome, High Tensile son and two-year-old with career earnings of $142,000.
20U Shepherd Hills Tested, sire of Lot 105.

Y16 Brutus, sire of Lots 106 - 108.

105 PAGE 602D
03.19.16 // ABBI Reg. # 10192427
20U SHEPHERD HILLS TESTED
194 SMOOTH MOVE (TOP GUN X KISH 002)
PAGE 502 (HOTEL CALIFORNIA X K304 (NO CAN DO)
53 SUREFIRE (BACKLASH X 201-170 (COPPER TOP X 1-110)
PAGES 9105W (BEST SHOT X T24 (HOUDINI))

106 PAGE 661D
02.17.16 // ABBI Reg. # 10199164
Y16 BRUTUS
77 HUSTLER (PLAYBOY SKOAL X SA 977)
PAGE 255-152 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 755-113 (A6)
55 CROSSFIRE HURRICANE (JUNIOR X 755-113 (A6)
PAGE Z61
PAGE 10-120 (SHORTY X 10-103)

107 PAGE 21D
04.01.16 // ABBI Reg. # 10199599
Y16 BRUTUS
77 HUSTLER (PLAYBOY SKOAL X SA 977)
PAGE 255-152 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 755-113 (A6)
55 STRAY KITTY
PAGE 618 (COVER PAGE X PAGE 52-243)

108 PAGE D-20
03.01.16 // ABBI Reg. # 10199565
Y16 BRUTUS
77 HUSTLER (PLAYBOY SKOAL X SA 977)
PAGE 255-152 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER X 755-113 (A6)
00 SUPER DAVE
PAGE 7205-184
PAGE 205-226 (OSCAR’S VELVET)
53 Surefire, sire of Lots 109 - 113.
56Z Lifting Lives, sire of Lots 114 & 115.

114  PAGE 614D  02.08.16 // 10199165

56Z LIFTING LIVES

53 SUREFIRE (BACKLASH X 201-170 (COPPERHEAD)
PAGE 072X (66T HUSTLIN X 643(BEST SHOT)

06 HIGH WIRE (CROSSFIRE HURRICANE X 10-120 (SHORTY)
PAGE 54Z (53 SUREFIRE X 954W (BEST SHOT)

115  PAGE 628D  02.01.16 // 10199167

56Z LIFTING LIVES

53 SUREFIRE (BACKLASH X 201-170 (COPPERHEAD)
PAGE 072X (66T HUSTLIN X 643(BEST SHOT)

08 MARGY TIME (SHOWTIME X 05-106 (WESTERN WISHES)
PAGE 17/ B

PAGE 157 (PARTY TIME X PAGE 611 (MOSSY OAK MUDSLINGER)
SweetPro
Champions
Fueled By SweetPro

ABBI Classic Champions
PBR World Champions
PRCA World Champion

D&H Cattle

SweetPro’s Bruiser
SweetPro’s Long John

For every Bull Pen, for every Pasture, for every Herd
There is a SweetPro Tub for your cattle
31C Aint Easy Being Me
Son of Margy Time 
Glover / D & H earnings ... $96,000

28C Newsome
Son of 133X High Tensile 
444 Bucking Bulls / D & H earnings ... $159,471

514C Hard & Fast
Son of 173X Hard Twisted 
Glover / D & H earnings ... $61,000

05C Lolly Pop
Son of 2103 Buck Autism 
Glover / Robertson / D & H & Buck earnings ... $297,000
**OTHER CHAMPIONS**

**4C Audacious**
Son of 2103 Buck Autism
444 Bucking Bulls / D&H earnings ... $298,000

**48B Money Talks**
Son of Hustler
Julian / Buck / D&H earnings ... $40,416

**20A High Test**
Son of Shepherd Hills Tested
2017 ABBI Classic Champion
Tommy Julian / D&H earnings ... $285,000

**60-3 Inerno**
Son of Crosswired
Barthold / D&H earnings ... $332,230

**33C Slice of Heaven**
Son of 61W Fireshow
Duello / Buck / D&H earnings ... $188,000
FALL EDITION

BRED TO BUCK
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